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A. PARTICIPATING AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

1. The eleventh meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Comisittee for the

Integration of Women in Development (ARCO) was held in Tripoli, the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya from 7 to 8 May 1390.

2. Nine out of the 15 member States of ASCC attended the meeting: Cameroon, Egypt,

Equatorial Guinea, Ghana, Libyan Arab Ja&ahiriya, Mauritania, Morocco, Rwanda and

Zaire. Three member States of ECA - Tunisia, Uganda and the United Republic of

Tanzania - participated as observers and Nigeria as honorary member of ARCC.

Representatives from the following organizations in the United Nations system and/or

specialized agencies also attended as observers: United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP), United Nations International Research and Training Institute for

the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW), World Health Organization (WHO) and the

International Labour Organisation (ILO). Intergovernmental and noti-governmental

organizations also attending as observers were: Organisation of African Unity (OAU)

Pan-African Women's Organization (PAWO) and the Lutheran World Federation (LWF).

Opening ceremony (agenda item 1) '

3. Madam Salimin, Vice-Chairnan of the Peoples Congress of the Libyan Arab

Ja»ahiriya, addressed the meeting. She welcomed all national delegates and

participants from intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations attending the

ARCC jseeting to the hospitable land of the Jamahiriya. She informed participants

of the significant role played by Libyan women in the struggle for freedom and the

elimination of any discrimination against women. Continuing, she said that it was

well known in Libya that Arab women shouldered their responsibilities to the State

as well as at home.

4. She said that Libyan women were not suppressed hut that they were leaders and

held high and responsible positions in the Government.

5. In his opening statement, Professor Adebajo Adedeji, United Nations Under-

Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa

referred to the fourth Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in

Development which was held in Abuja, Nigeria, in November 1989. He said that the

picture that emerged from the assessment of the implementation of the Arusha

Strategies as reported by member States, United Nations agencies and NGOs during the

Abuja Conference showed that some modest progress had been made. However, he added,

that women were carrying more responsibilities because of the developments and the

economic crises currently facing African countries.

6. He informed the meeting that, in 1984, female unesplovment worldwide had been

2.9 per cent and by 1988 it had increased to 13.4 per cent. Male unemployment, on

the other hand, had been 9.4 per cent in 1984 and had decreased to 6,3 per cent in

1988. Worldwide, he said, women still earned only two-thirds of men's pay and often

depended on informal trade for their survival.

7. Continuing, he referred to the African Charter for Popular Participation in

Development and Transformation adopted at the International Conference on Popular

Participation which had taken place in Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, from 12

to 16 February 1990. In view of the critical contributions made by women to African

societies and economies and the discrimination and subordination suffered by women

in Africa, he stated that the Charter recommended that the attai'^ent of equal

rights by women in social, economic and political spheres must become a central

feature of a democratic and participatory pattern of development. With that, he
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urged participants, as members and leaders of women organizations* to play their

role effectively and to ensure that the measures recommended in the Charter for

improving the status of women were fully implemented.

8. Turning to the Abuja Declaration entitled Participatory Development: The Role

of Woaen in Africa in the 1990s, adopted at the fourth Regional Conference, he

reminded delegates as members of ARCC representing various countries within their

respective subregions to sensitize and ensure the implementation of the Abuja

Declaration.

9. In conclusion, he reminded participants of the task before them. On this, he

referred to the issues as presented in the provisional agenda which, he added, were

very crucial and hoped that participants will take tine to ponder on each one,

reflecting on their past experiences and in particular on the outcome of the fourth

Regional Conference. He also appealed to participants to take time and participate

in the meeting of the Conference of Ministers. This, he said, would give them a

chanc'i to share experiences with the menfoiks, not only on women's cosicerns but also

on issues germane to the overall development of Africa. Be then wished all

participants fruitful deliberations and an enjoyable stay in Tripoli.

10. Following the Executive Secretary's statement, Miss Naima Esgair, leader of the

National Libyan Women's Association who also chaired the meeting of ABCC responded

to the appeal made by the Executive Secretary and stressed that participants must

pay attention to all the problems before them. She further emphasized the role and
position played by Libyan women in overall national deveJopment. Continuing, she

said, women had a special motivation for unity and hoped that the meeting would

facilitate exchange of experiences in order to arrive at a better understanding of

the role played by African women.

B. AGENDA

Adoption of the agenda (agenda item 2)

11. The meeting adopted the following agenda for its eleventh meeting with

additional items under agenda iten 10 (any other business):

1. Opening ceremony.

2. Adoption of the agenda.

3. Report to AECC on the activities of the ECA programme for the advancement

of women.

4. Report to ARCC on the meetings of the United Nations Cornsission on the

Status of Women, the Board of Trustees of INSTRAtf and the Development

Fund for Women (UNIFEM).

Note on implementation of the Abuja Declaration:

Development: The Role of Women in Africa in the 1990s.

Participatory

7.

Comparative study of national laws on the rights and status of women in

Africa.

fieport on expert group meeting to review documents:

(a) Handbook on "accessing women to credit * A package approach";
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(b) Guide for the promotion and development of African women

entrepreneurs and their access to credit.

8. Mobilisation of regional support for the nroject "Improving African

women's role in the informal sector - Promotion and management".

9. Note on election of ASCC members in 1991.

10. Any other business:

(a) International Year of the Family 1994;

(b) Convention on the Right of the Child.

11. Adoption of the report.

C. ACCOUNT 03? PROCEEDINGS

Report to ARCC on the activities of the ECA_jELrograEme. for the advancement of woaen

a item 3)

12. Under this agenda i tea, the ECA representative introduced document

E/ECA/ATECK/ARCC.XI/90/3 in three major parts: (a) implementation of ECA Conference

of Kiiii&ters resolution 666 (XXIV); (b) implementation of the *>fork programme during

th? period April 1S89 - April 1990; and (c) planned activities for the period 1S9G-

1391

13. Concerning the i®pleisoi)i,aticn of the rbove-sentioned resolution, she indicated

that great efforts had been meJe to mobilise resources for financing women's

p-ograones of the ECA HULPOCs particularly in the North African and Ihe Great Lakes

subregions with contributions coming from Egypt, Zaire ard Canada respectively. She

addad that funds had been gathered for the preparation and organization of the

fourth Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development held in Abuja,

Nigeria in November 1983 aai fot the celebration of the tenth anniversary of ARCC.

A file produced on the event was< to b-s shown during the meeting.

14. She then gay^-an overview of the activities undertaken in the context of the

work programerajisl? very c incise and limited to the following four areas (a)

participation of HOBen in development; (b) improving skills and opportunities for

women; (c) e:Tta'jliskment and strengthening of machineries for the integration of

women in development; and (d) information network en women and development. The

activities carried out w?*nl nainly resesrch work undertaken in the fields of

planning, agriculture, rural lieveiopaent and access to resources. Operational

activities had been concentrated in the areas of the informal sector and access of

women to credit.

15. The ECA representative stressed the importance of two major documents producedr

namely a guide for inclusion of women's issues in national developAent plans which

outlined factors to be taken into consideration in these plans and the Abuja

Declaration on Participatory Development: the role of fcoraen in Africa in the 1990s

which was adopted by the fourth Regional Conference, She explained in detail that

the Declaration provides a review of the inplement&tio.i of tbj Arusha S^ratsgies

indicating the degree of achievement of ^oals set in the titr&tegies. Referring to

the review, she nentioned that great progress had been recorded in E'ich fieids as

law, primary education, institutional structures, whi ie employment, access to

resources and health had had slow progress. The review fivr+her revealed that action
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had only just been instated in the promotion of women's advancement in science and

technology, decision-making, mainstreaming as well as environmental issues. Most

important, the Declaration contained priorities for the 1990s and such specific

targets for the year 2000 as "women < nculd represent least 20 per r:ent of total

enrolment at university levei in the field of science and technology"; "at lei^st one

out of five of all vacant government professional posts should be filled by a

woman". The ECA representative took the opportunity to call upon every ARCC member

to ensure the implementation of the Declaration.

16. Finally, the speaker highlighted the close co-operation existing between ECA

and other United Nations institutions, about participation in activities of other

United Nations organizations and informed the meeting that among the activities in

favour of women planned for 1990-1991 a great number were to be implemented by ECA's

substantive divisions dealing with agriculture, industry, traci^, statistics as well

as population is&ues.

17. During the discussion that followed, it was noted that the scope of ECA

activities related to the integration of women in development was vast and required

greater co-ordination within the region and with other organizations conducting

gjjtilar progrnutec outside the region. Many comments were rep.de on the Abv;ja

Declaration of Abuja. Participants reiterated the importance of :-.uch document.

However, some participants expressed their concern about ths implementation of the

Declaration in individual courtrios and suggested that the focus should be or. a few

gciils over a short period. In this regard, it was pointed out that the purpose of

the Declaration was to give broad guidelines ~™d it was the role of each country to

adtfpt tbca to its specific needs.

19; The Libyan woscn were congratulated for taking the initiative to create a

Centre for Research Study for Arab Woseii, In this connection, it was recalled that

uomen should continue to claim their rights and dully a^Gune their responsibilities

in the cofarsnit^o Stressing tLe need to give equal chances to ail member States to

understand and sake use of the Declaration, participants requested that the text of

the Declaration ahotrM be translated into the Arabic language. This would enable

everyone to uakc fruitful use of it. That request was noted. Soae participants

observed that preparation of a plan of co-ordination betffsen different research

institutes working in the fields of development planning in all regions and

subregions of Africa should h? drawn. This will enable research institutes to

access the real and actual statue of women in all regions and countries and

therefore target priority programmes according to the needs of the regions. In this

contest, the establishment of data banks and information networks at all levels was

a mast.

Note on implementation of the Abu.ia Declaration: Participatory development: The

role of women ir> Africa in tne 1990s (agenda item 5)

19. In introducing document E/EC&/ATBCW/ABCC.XI/90/5 entitled '"Note en

implementation of the Abuja Declaration", the representative of the secretariat

indicated that the purpose- of the document was to stimulate discussion or how to

operationalize the Declaration. Among various measurer, she suggested emphasis

should be placed on wide dissemination of the Declaration and that national

machineries and all Women Development focal points should develop plans and

strategies for the implementation of the Declaration giving themselves sitort-term

targets. Translation of the Declaration into national languages and orgaui^ation

of national seminars to disseminate It were also highly recoaisendsd. Other erasures

included mobilization of funds and regular moiutorvn;? of *ts implementation.
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20. The discussion that followed showed the possibility of using the media i e
radio and television as additional means of dissemination of tt Spi'

the Status of

21. Introducing document
on this agenda item

JIL ■ fH fgeSS "^ by governments, international
and NGOs in the implementation of the Nairobi Forward-lookine

Strategies for the Advancement of Keen. Various committees had dea wtth variouf
issues assigned from the agenda of the neeting. various

?»"»-fi^ inf?rme^ Participants that .any representative had noted the difficulties
in Lplwenting the Nairobi Strategies. The basic problems had been aggravated by

B1C Cri81S ^ adj^t»™t i^toie. whose i«Pact would have to bfILi.ifor

23.
and conclusions arising

the situatio"

the review and

representative of the

had J£ hTn « ? " SeSSi°D °f the Board rf Tr«ste^ of
Februarv?990 On ooT . " ?rtO D°aingO' D0"1"*^ ^"Mie fro. 12 to 16reoruary 1390. On co-operation with regional commissions, she informal particinants

vLw .rrlOUS aCtVUieS Whicb INSTRA» -d ATRCW had conducted^nt^. iT^
view the major outcome of the fourth Segional Conference on W1D had been the

£ Afloat ttS De(<:laratiOn- P-ticipatory Development: The It oTl
'Concerning the Afcuja Declaration, she appeajed to

agencies and organizations attending the
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in this sector should be conducted. &?ith this objective in mind, regional

commissions have developed brief proposals and submitted them to INSTKAW for

compilation and finalization taking regional specificities into account. A formal

conceptual document would be brought to the attention of the executive secretaries

at their next meeting in July 1990.

27. As part of the close co-operation that existed between ATRCW and UNIFEM a four-

day meeting had been held between UNIFEM and ECA/ATRCW immediately after the meeting

with INSTRAW. After reviewing the various activities funded and undertaken in

collaboration with UNIFEM, ATRCW together vith a consultant commissioned by UNIFEM,

had prepared a progress report on the review and appraisal of the United Nations

Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-

PAAEKO). The progress report which was to be submitted to the United Nations Inter-

Agency Task Force secretariat contained two elements, namely "Strengthening

capacities of African women farmers" and "Assessment of progress and problems in

strengthening engagement of African women as agents of development at all levels".

28. During the ensuing discussion, various observations were mads with particular

reference to the Abuja Declaration. The INSTRAW representative also took the

opportunity to elaborate on the nature and programme activities of INSTKAW. She

informed participants of the role played by the Institute as an Jiutonomous and

global body whose core activities comprised research and training, information,

documentation and communication. The research and training programmes were grouped

into four clusters, namely statistics, indicators and data on women, issues relevant

for policy design, sectoral issues and training methodologies for women in

development. She also elaborated on INSTRAW*s mode of operation which, she said,

was based on networking at the international, regional and national levels. This

system facilitated close co-operation with the regional commissions, other United

Nations bodies and agencies, government and non-governmental institutions and

IN8TBAW focal points. She also informed ARCC members that the INSTRAW Board of

Trustees was celebrating its tenth anniversary throughout the year 1990 with a view

to make the role of INSTRAW more visible and more viable at tho national and

international levels.

The meeting took note of the report.

CoBp_aratiye study of national laws on righbs and status of women in Africa (agenda

item 6)

29. In presenting this report (E/ECA/ATRCK/ARCC.XI/90/6), the representative of the

secretariat explained that the legal issues discussed in the report were derived

from research studies on law and the status of woiaen, undertaken in several

countries in Africa. These studies were conducted from 1979 to 1987. The primary

objective of the study was to show an overview of the legal status of women in

Africa in general and in these African countries where case studies were undertaken

in particular. Legal topics discussed is the report included: political and civic

rights; civil law - family law; penal laws; employment and law; education and law,

health, family planning and law. In conclusion, the study advanced some

recoeaendations.

30. in discussing the l&g&l status of women in Africa, the pre? enter briefly

reviewed the legal status of women. Referring to the political and civic rights for

example, she elaborated on the constitutional equality of all men antJ women and the

possible problems that women experienced In terms of granting or losing citizenship,

legal capacity and exercising electoral rights. Factors and/or traditional causes

which restrict women from participation in the elections and other political
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activities were pointed out. They included, among others, illiteracy, inadequate
information on politics, high cost and time consumption.

31. Variety in marriage systems were also pointed out. The presenter made
reference to the various problems associated with marriage, especially as regards
divorce, separation and widowhood. These problems as pointed out included property
rights, inheritance and children custody. The rights and status of women with
regard to employment, education and training, health and family planning were also
discussed. For example, the study showed that protective legal provisions were
available only for those women engaged in industry or similar undertakings. A more
definite statutory access of women to education, training and information will help
women to fulfil their double role adequately.

32. In view of the various problems encountered by women in exercising and
understanding their rights, the report advanced some recommendations which included
the reviewing and updating of the existing legislation, the establishment of
appropriate government bodies to monitor these changes, the adoption of new laws,

the organization of legal education for school children and the provision of a
special legal education on the rights and status of women in the foraal and informal
sectors. The recommendations also underscored various measures for interpreting
legal provisions m order to make them clearly understood by a vast majority of
people, especially women. Here, the mass media, newspapers and marines were to
play a major role.

33. In the discussion that followed, observations were made by several participants
troa the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Egypt, Tunisia, Mauritania, IKST8AW and ILO
participants expressed concern over the generalized nature of the report, especially
as regards the rights and status of women In Africa. More detailed information on
the subject was required concerning the social, religious, economic afld traditional
values and practices influencing the rights and status of women. The report was
also expected to eaphasize what could be done to enable women to benefit from their
rights, which it did not. With regard to the conclusions drawn from the analytical
work especially those conceded with Moslem laws, it was suggested that a group of
experts should revise and correct such anomalies. Secondly, it was further
recommended that the international community should make more efforts towards
abolishing all forms of discrimination and suppression, especially in case of
Palestinian and South African woaen.

L^J?^*.^^ Md StatUB Oi KOnien' the IL0 representative suggested
tnat KCA/ATRCW should consider the application of the international labour standards
as another means of promoting equality of opportunity for women in employment. The
comparative study could possibly look at how ratified conventions on women workers
were being implemented. Examples of such standards cited and they included the
equal Remuneration Convention 100, the Discrimination (Employment mid Occupation)
Convention 111 and the "Workers with family responsibilities" 156.

35. Responding to the various comments and concern expressed by participants, the
S.CA secretariat thanked participants for their interventions and constructive
comments. The secretariat admitted that the limited case studies cited in the
report did not make for a full justification of the adopted generalization. ECA
took note of the comments and requested member States to provide information, where
available, for its future undertakings on the subject.
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ufeLg to review_document^_on_la) handbook on accessing
- a package_d,approach f b j.a^jdeJsr. the^roffl.otion,and TT^

£

g_,pp ch f b j.a
women entrepreneurship and their (agenda item~T)

36, In her introduction, the EGA representative started by showing that the subject
■atter under review, accessing women to credit and developing women
entrepreneurship was in line with actions recommended for development and
transformation of African economies. She reported that H experts had been invited
on 2 to• *4pril 1990 in their individual capacity to examine the «bove-»entioned
documents. These experts made very relevant observations which helped to iaprove
on the papers. She then gave a brief of each of the documents. The document on
acceding women to credit covered mainly: (a) problems and constraints within which
women participate in economic development, (b) the sutftfested approach which calls

orL-V doBage °f various sources and support measures that would render women
?» JT 1W°rthy™d Wlse entrepreneurs, (c) the various elements to be considered
in designing credit and entivpreneurship development programmes, and (d) the package
of assistance required. The paper also contained measures required for

SSSSi "IS ^ appr°aCtsuch »= <*> the setting up of a co-ordinating
ion, (b) resources mobilization and (c) development of credit programmes.

r repreaentative further highlighted observations made by the experts on the
accessing women to credit in general and the various steps suggested for

ff Ur^le °e;Uation <^hanism Tor accessing African Individual women or
L tT ^^ ^ ***** ^"^ *>la™^ training, field workers to

P«y«tsf assessment of projects, provision of loans, training in

rrT' *anageiae"t ™d ^nitoring. In the case of groups of women,

Sufi HZiZ:needed to mobmzc women and ton sroups *»;

^L^HT"!^1^ ^^ recoMen^d »V e«Pert8 were (a) the title of the
should be Increasing access of women to credit - an integrated approach",

l*L f Z ■acr°-*°t"*tieB should be specified, (c) the target -roup should be
entrc™." Tf °' ^f °* ******™**LP !.•• Pre-entrepreneurs, micro
entrepreneurs and large-scale entrepreneurs.

39. The second document "Guide for promotion and development of African women
entrepreneurs and their access to credit" «as based on experience Cn» thr»e pilot

situt.,ion In the three countries, the interventions, areas for support services as
well M .onitormg and evaluation. Again, the experts made very useful observations
on ho, to reduce the volume of the document and make it. easy to use. °°Se"at 1OnS

, P "W^tl^MOimiOB or the Measures
documents, their wide dissemination through a regional

I T HeH 3S BeCtOra] seninars organized at subresional ifvels'
nation of a stud, tour of bant officials to places used to deal wHh

'^L^:01"611 eXtenSi°D °f ^ Jt t M he -Ple^e.tation of the

Z their e"P«"ences ir, the field of
! ^ \ P o' Tanzania had for example already administered three

a Tan anight8 "^ "* ™ estabUshad * «°"™ --* in the ban* plus there Zs
secto Ca™T T^l T"*1*^ Mhose »e»"- -re mainly fro* the informal
secto . Cameroon also had an association of business women and several other
womeu s economic groups and a number of ho»en were already engaged in large-scale
industries. The woaen could even mobilise tontines
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42. In the case of Libya, it was reported that womer were considered as equaJ
partners to men and that with the enterprises systems women could start any projects
provided they Here qualified and had the experience r^uired to do so. Ther^ were
enterprises at individual and family levels, the Ja^.^-iya had axso oonsid* ed the
prospects of marketing women's products. The major question of women at this stage
was found to be how to meet the new challenges set for the 1990s and how to dynamise
women in a context of crisis. There was also a general consensus on the need to
improve information network between ECA and member States.

of Kegional Support for the projecJL^IiproYing African
t di

n'g ml» inpjJL^IiproYing Afr
£fie_i.jlormal sector production and._»gTiagP»gnfr" (agenda item 8)

43. The Chief Technical Advisor of the 5 -oject on "Improving the role of African
women m informal sector, productio- and managerart" introduced doca»ent
E/TOV/ATRCW/AECC.XI/90/8. The document dealt in its five part, with he bac^r^
oi thi- project; difficulties encountered; results achieved; conclusions of available
case studies; ana recoMmendation. Her presentation formed part of the
impleuentation of a recommendation adopted by the Project Steering Committee which
hud net in September 198S in Lusaka, Zambia.

In her introductory remarks, she stressed that the informal soctor placed a
primary role in the economic process ant; absorbed a major part of manpower She
reejUled thatthe Arusha and Nairobi forward-looking Strategies hact drawn attention
to t,K- situation of *oaen in that sector and requested the governments to recognize
the need to improve their working conditions by facilitating their access to credit,
gaining and technologies. In its fourth Programing Cycle, the United Nations
Development Programme Save priority to the project which was being executed within
tho framework or a snlti-sectoral and aulti-agency approach. In this respect,
organizations naaely: ECA, OAU, ILO, ISSTRAff with the co-operation of the United
Sations Statistics Office (UNSO) ware involved in the implementation of the project.

45. Moving on, she explained the contents and institutional framework of the
project rittKfttt the executing agency and in charge of the policy component
togetaer with OAU ano ;n collaboration with ILO. IKSTRAIf, UHIFEM and ILO are in
charge of the statistics, credit and draining components respectively. She

^ "» ft*"**?" of tbe P^J^t "««Ay strengthening the planning
of all institutions concerned about productivity and production of

;:^: S?.1"*01^ eec(o1' development of appropriate approaches rad techniques
Ln, .,-h statistical data collecticm and processing on the participation and working
conui^ons of women m the sector; ideatificatiofi and dissemination of policy
options ami a^ropriate strategies for trailing and technical assistance in self-
Zi^Tk anU "-tlfTlc»«« -ld development of effective credit systems for poor

^- '? *?*-** theTC ob^ctiv^> various activities have oeon
^ r? 1fi<5?tad ^ I)h?i3°S by the VarioUS ■<«*«• concerned int co.mtnes: Burkina Faso, Congo, the Gambia and Zambia.

regional support, * °f the rnje of "omGR in !:{ie ^rmal ^ctor through
was noted that the proaotioi, of women activities in th
fc 8/VOn the Dece rt in the national development

analyses
; £

prbauction were not reflected fft the economic

SSim? £ ;aS^inted out t»»t in the light of the current situation,
should be made to bring together the operators of the sector in a flexible
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and feasible effective manner. Accordingly, an adequate legal framework could be
established with the view to improve the working conditions of the informal sector.

48. In the discussion that followed, several participants appreciat-d the efforts

being made by the secretariat in he informal <r c. The OAU. representative

confirmed that the project policy component was being implemented together with the

EGA sad she hoped that Africa would continue to support the project. She also

informed participants that a resolution on the project had been presented to the OAU

Labour Commission meeting at its thirtieth Ordinary Session and will be presented

to the OAU heads of State during its next meeting for adoption, in her intervention,

the delegate from Cameroon expressed the fear of formalizing the activities of the

informal sector in which men were becocilng increasingly skilled and gaining in

number to the detriment of women. Should that trend continue, ctre would need to

be taken to ensure that national machineries did not adopt inappropriate solutions.

INSTKAW should be requested to fir?d out a way for determining the economic

contribution of wemen tc GDP.

19. The ULJDP representative took th« floor on three Items which essentially dealc

with.

UNDP activities in the area of the training of wocjen for development;

The exchange of information;

The presentation relating to the project on the strengthening of the role

of women in the informal sector.

Kith regard to UKDP activities, he mentioned projects on the integration ul

ii. development which have been allotted $6 million on the budget of ths fourth cycle
of the UNDP planning; as well as the u&it financing of the OAU Women's Unit by UNDP
toid UHIFEM whose funds are managed by UKDP. He deplored the lack of communication
between A1BCW and bia office since he was not Invited to the meeting on credit
orgaeized by AXRCW in April in Addis Ababa. Finally, as regards the project on the
strengthening el the role of women in the informal sector( tie confirmed the holding
of the next Steering Committee meeting iia Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, by the end of

50. The representative frott WHO referred to the complex interrelation between the

healtii of roses and their social, political, cultural und economic situation. She
said that MBO would be willing to woik with EGA, AECC and countries in integrating

health in the social and economic activities including the informal sector. The

meeting took note of the report

Note on the election of ABCC uemjaers in 1391 (agenda Item 9)

51. Under this itea;, the EGA representative recalled the structure and functioning

of AftCC also shown in the document Ho. K/ECA/ATRCW/ARCC.XI/90/9. Iti this regard,
she indicated that ARCC exists since tei» years and has a two years aandate. She
went cm to explain that the last elections of ARCC members took place in 1987. In
1989, the membership of AKCC had to be extended to 1S91 because subregional
committee meetings hail not been able to meet and hold elections of their bureaux.

Since women in development structures at -*ubregtonal level were part of the MULPOCs

whoso future is uncertain, the EGA represtotative callt d for reflection on what ARCC

membership should be from 1991.
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52. The discussion focused on alternative options for holding elections:

(a) To continue using the MULPOC structures;

ib) Elections of ARCC members could take place during the regional conference

meetings;

(c) Subregional groupings such as ECOWAS, PTA etc. could be used for bringing
together women in each subrcgion with a view to hold elections;

PAWD representative confirmed her willingness to collaborate with ECA and ARCC.

(d) A committee of wise women should be set up to examine %»£££
consult with all subregional groups and make recommendations on the future of ARCC.

53. The meeting concluded that ECA should explore all possibilities and make

recommendations to the next meeting.

Any other business (agenda item 10)

development activities of the unit stating that women issues were al,o reflected
the overall progvanuse of the organization.

55. She then informed AHCC members on ! i) the African Decade on **rH<gl £
and Development of the Child which emphasizing the need to reduce mother and child
m^Uity?^ improvement of education ond health; (H) the Africa, Convention on
Sight3 and Welfare of the Child; (iii) U. implementation o£ the BMako lnItiat
related to the needs of women and children in primary health <.ire, (iv) the
recitations of Bangkok Conference on Education for all which called for
educaUoa and alphabetization of all woS,n; t) The Afrxcan conrcnUon toxic
dump,; (vi) the need to ensure participation of Africans to the arrival meetings of
the Commission on the Status of Women.

Adoption of the report agenda item 11)

56. After deliberations, the eleventh meeting of ABCC ^^.^J^^ "
amended. A vote of thanks from participants is annexed to the report. The meeting

closed on 8 May 1990.



ANNEX

VOTE OF TSLiNKS

At the end of the Eleventh Meeting of ARCC held in Tripoli

on 7 and 8 May 1990 at the People's Congress Hall, African sisters

participating in that Meeting groat wish to extend thair greetings

and gratituda to the leader of the First "September (1.1 Patel)

Revolution for hit, cntir.uing support of women's advancement at the

African ind international levels- and for the groat achievements

beinc; registered in matters relat...-C to woman * s progress in the Gre-it

Jamahiriya which is a significant indicator of that support. We

hope your support will a*»o include African women wherever they may

be.




